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1. Introduction

Polling systems are the subject of studying for more then twenty years, their
applications range from information and transport networks to multiprocessor
computers and optimization of the hard drives’ perfomance. The aim of this paper
is to generalize the results of [2]–[6] to the case of a continuous polling system
on a circle with a general random walk as server routing and to approach by this
means the studying of circular continuous polling systems with a ”gready” server.
The ergodic theorems for the latter have not been proved yet. A system similar
to the one considered below was first studied in [4], while the control sequences
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therein were either Poisson or determined, and the server was able to move only
in one direction. The proof of ergodicity was not given there. The random
measures’ approach to a similar polling model (with general service times) was
demonstrated in [8]. In [9] a polling model with the Brownian motion of zero drift
as a routing procedure was examined and stability results for its configuration
measure were proved. See [10] for further developments. The comparison of
circular continuous polling systems with a ”greedy” server and with the server
moving in one direction was made in [5]. The heavy traffic behaviour of them
was studied in [11]. Discrete polling systems (with a finite number of queues
for customers) appeared to be much simpler, and the necessary conditions of
ergodicity of a broad class of such systems were obtained in [12] (cf. [6] for
sufficient conditions). The latter paper finished the description of a class of such
systems that meet some requirements of monotonicity and additivity. This class
comprises also discrete polling systems with one-directional service and with a
”gready” server. Finally, the first attempts to consider continuous polling systems
via some limiting procedures are to be seen in [3], [7].

The below paper is organized as follows: in section 2 the exact mathematical
setting of the problem is given; the main ergodic theorem is proved in section 3.
Section 4 contains the discussion of possible generalizations and open problems.

2. Polling systems

A server moves along the unit circle serving customers that are scattered
on it. Service requests arrive to the system after the periods of time τi, where
{τi}∞i=1 are i. i. d. random variables with finite mean Eτi = b. Let us call
λ = 1/b the input intensity. When the i–th customer enters the system it is
scattered instantly on the circle with coordinate yi ∈ [0, 1); random variables
{yi}∞i=1 are i. i. d. on [0, 1] with distribution density p(x). The velocity of the
server is a random variable v > 0, Ev = 1/α > 0. The distance ρn covered by
the server up to the n–th change of direction of moving is a random walk: at
this instant n the server chooses the future direction clockwise with probability p

and counterclockwise with probability q, p 6= q, p + q = 1. Then it walks in this
chosen direction a distance γn. In other words,

ρn+1 = ρn + γn+1 (I{δn+1 = 1} − I{δn+1 = −1}) ,
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δn =

{
1, with probability p

−1, with probability q
,

where fn = (γn, δn) is an i. i. d. sequence of random elements. Distances γn are
distributed continuously on [0, 1/2]. When the server reaches a point yi on the
circle where the i–th customer is waiting it stops to perform service of duration
ai; {ai}∞i=1 are i. i. d. random variables with finite Eai = a > 0. Being served
the customer leaves the system.

Let us mention several definitions that will be used in the sequel.

Definition 2.1. Let two stochastic processes X(t) and X∗(t), t > 0 with the val-
ues from X be defined on the same probability space. We say that X(t) ≤st X∗(t)
iff for all x ∈ X P{X(t) ≥ x} ≤ P{X∗(t) ≥ x} ∀t ≥ 0.

Definition 2.2. Stochastic process X(t), t > 0 defined on the measurable space(
X,B(

X
))

is ergodic iff for all B ∈ B(
X

)
and all its initial values X(0) the

following is true: lim
t→∞P{X(t) ∈ B} = µ(B), where µ(·) is a probability measure.

Definition 2.3. Probability measure µ(·) on R+ is called a lattice distribution
iff it it concentrated in the nodes of a lattice with step h > 0, i. e. in the points
xj = x0 + jh, x0 ≥ 0, ∀j ∈ N.

Later on suppose that the random variables τi are not distributed on a
lattice for all i ∈ N. Let us denote by D→ the convergence in distribution (weak
convergence). Let ζn be the instant of time when the n–th customer leaves

the system, D(t)
def
= max {n : ζn ≤ t}. Denote by q(t) the number of customers

present in the system at time t. Let

N(t) = max {n : τ1 + . . . + τn < t}.

Suppose q(0) a.s.= 0. We shall say that the server completed the cycle of moving if
he visited (at least once) all points of the circle and then returned to 0. Thus the
duration of the n–th cycle is a random variable Tn, T1 = inf{k : |ρk| > 1}. All
Tn are independent and identically distributed. Let us denote by ρ(t) the whole
distance covered by the server up to a moment t.
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3. Necessary and sufficient conditions of ergodicity

Here we shall find the conditions under which the process q(t) is ergodic.
First let us show that the mean cycle duration is finite:

Lemma 3.1. For all p > 0, q > 0 (p 6= q, p + q = 1), and n ∈ N the following is
true:

E Tn < ∞.

Proof. We suppose p > q without loss of generality. Denote ∆ρn = ρn − ρn−1.
Then one gets from Wald’s equality for random walks that E ∆ρ1 E Tn =
E ρ(Tn) ∀n ∈ N. If p > q then E ∆ρ1 > 0, which implies

E Tn ≤ 1 +
1

|E ∆ρ1| < ∞.

¤

Lemma 3.2. If process q(t) is ergodic then λa < 1.

Proof. Suppose the contrary takes place: q(t) is ergodic and λa > 1. Then by
the existence of the limiting stationary distribution

D(t)
N(t)

a.s.−→ 1 as t →∞.

The total distance up to the moment ζn is ρ(ζn) = (ζn −
n∑

i=1
ai)v. Since D(ζn) ∼

N(ζn) as n → ∞, D(ζn) = n then by the law of large numbers the distance per
unit time is

ρ(ζn)
ζn

∼


1− N(ζn)

ζn

n∑
i=1

ai

n


 v

a.s.−→ (1− λa) v as n →∞.

Then by Lebesgue theorem

E
ρ(ζn)
ζn

−→ (1− λa)α−1 ≤ 0 as n →∞,

thus we have arrived at the contradiction, since in ergodic case the mean velocity
of the server ρ(∆t)/∆t in an interval ∆t should be positive. ¤
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Theorem 3.3. Let {τi}∞i=1, {ai}∞i=1 be the sequences of independent identically
distributed random variables with Eai = a, Eτi = 1/λ. Then the process q(t) is
ergodic iff λa < 1.

Proof. By lemma 3.2 the necessity is proved. Let us prove the sufficiency. Sup-
pose q(0) a.s.= 0. First we show that q(t) is a regenerative process (see [1], p.
87–90). Indeed, when the next customer enters the empty system, the past of
the process is erased, because one can suppose without loss of generality that at

this instant the server is placed at the point 0. Let cn =
n∑

i=1
τi be the moment of

arrival of the n–th service request to the system. Let us fix regeneration moments

χ1 = c1, χn = inf{ci > χn−1, i ∈ N : q(ci − 0) = 0, q(ci) > 0}.

Then the n–th regeneration cycle is θn = χn+1−χn, n ≥ 1. Suppose λa < 1. Let
us prove that q(t) is ergodic. By means of Smith’s theorem (cf. [1], p. 92) q(t)
is ergodic if it is aperiodic, i.e. the distribution of θi is not a lattice distribution
for all i ∈ N, and Eθi < ∞. The aperiodicity of q(t) follows from the fact that
the input stream {τi}∞i=1 is not concetrated on a lattice. Let us show then that
Eθi < ∞ for every i ∈ N. Since all θi have the same distribution it suffices to
show that for i = 1.

Besides the system S described in section 2 introduce another system S∗ that
differs from S only by the fact that the sever in it serves only those customers
that arrived to S∗ during the last cycle . It is supposed that the server does not
perform service during its first cycle in S∗. Let Xn be the number of customers
in S∗ at the end of the n–th cycle. Then {Xn}∞n=1 is an aperiodic homogeneous
Markov chain. This means, in particular, that {Xn}∞n=1 is regenerative, while
the moments when it equals to 0 are its regeneration points. Let q∗(t) be the
number of customers in S∗ at the moment t, θ∗1 — the first regeneration cycle of
{Xn}∞n=1. If one can prove that

θ1 ≤st θ∗1, (3.1)

Eθ∗1 < ∞ (3.2)

then we are done. Let us prove that (3.1) holds. We shall show that the chain
{Xn}∞n=1 is ergodic, i.e. that there exists

lim
n→∞P{Xn = i |X0 = 0} =

1
πi

> 0 ∀i ∈ Z+.
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Suppose the contrary is true: lim
n→∞P{Xn = i |X0 = 0} = 0 (only these two cases

are possible — cf. [13], p. 47). This means that

P{Xn > y} → 1 as n →∞ ∀y ∈ N, (3.3)

or in other terms, Xn
P→ ∞ as n → ∞. Evidently, Xn+1 = ξ(Xn) + ηn where

ξ(Xn) is the number of customers that entered S∗ during the n–th cycle. We
have Eηn = λα, E (ξ(Xn) |Xn) = λaXn for sufficiently large n. Then

E(Xn+1 −Xn |Xn) = (λa− 1)Xn + λα,

hence E(Xn+1 − Xn) < 0 if Xn is large enough, which contradicts Xn
P→ ∞.

Then the Markov chain {Xn}∞n=1 is ergodic, and (3.2) is proved.
Let us show now that (3.1) holds. Let tn (t∗n) be the moment of completion

of the n–th cycle in S (S∗),

Tn = tn − tn−1, t∗n = t∗n − t∗n−1 ∀n ∈ N,

let D∗(t) be the number of customers that left S∗ up to the moment t. Let the
service times in both systems be attributed to the customers according to the
order of their service in S (without loss of generality). Then one can show that

D∗(t∗n)−D∗(t∗n−1) ≤st D(tn)−D(tn−1) ∀n ∈ N,

that follows from

T ∗n ≤st Tn ∀n ∈ N (3.4)

(it can be verified by induction on n). If Qn (Q∗
n) is the number of cycles in S

(S∗) that are necessary to serve n customers in one regeneration period then it
folows from (3.4) that Qn ≤st Q∗

n ∀n ∈ N, and thus (3.1) is proved. ¤

4. Generalizations and open questions

Remark 4.1. The method of majorizing used in the proof of theorem 3.3 is not
the only one possible. In similar problems the Foster – Lyapunov criterion was
often used, although it imposes restrictions on the control sequences and yields
sometimes superflously strong sufficient conditions of ergodicity. At the same
time the stochastic majorizing allows us to broaden the choice of possible control
sequences and to get the following result with minimal modifications in the above
proof:
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Let {τi}∞i=1, {ai}∞i=1 be stationary metrically transitive sequences indepen-
dent from each other, let Eai = a, Eτi = 1/λ ∀i ∈ N. Then the process q(t),
t ≥ 0 is stochastically bounded iff λa < 1.

Remark 4.2. There could be further generalizations of the above problem in order
to approach the question of ergodicity of the system with ”greedy” server, i.e.
when the server goes towards the nearest customer on the circle. Thus, one can
make the routing random walk on the circle dependent on the present state of the
system, i.e. on the number and position of the customers on the circle. Then one
can suppose the server’s routing to be a semimartingale. The only difficulty that
arises here will lie in the proof that the mean cycle duration in finite. Once this
obstacle being overcome, the rest of the reasoning in section 3 does not change.
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